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Former school chaplain nominated to House of Reps
Sam Kettering
Senior Staff Writer
Years have passed since Erin
Beary Andersen last spoke with
Father Patrick Conroy, S.J. The
Campus Ministry's associate direc-
tor and multifaith minister ran for
the track and field team during the
mid-19905, when Conroy served
as the athletics chaplain for Seattle
University.
But there's a chance that, ifthey
ran into each other on the street,
Conroy might recognize her.
"The man could remember a
name," Andersen said. "It was an
uncanny ability."
Remembering names will
serve Conroy well if the major-
ity of the United States House of
Representatives' 435 members ac-
cepts his nomination as its next
Chaplain of the House
later this month.
Each day, the
Chaplain opens the
His dedication to God's work will
make him an asset to the House
commmunity.
John Boehner
House of Representatives Speaker
March
for green
freedom
champions
new
legislation
Pro-marijuana group
rallied and paraded on
Saturday, May 14, at
the Cannabis Freedom
March. Petitions to
get i-1149, a marijuana
legalization initiative for
all of Washington State,
on the ballot circulated
at each rally on Capitol
Hill and Downtown.
Candace Shankel | The Spectator
Men's soccer schedule
Date Versus
Sat, Aug 27 @ 7:30 p.m. UC Santa Barbara
Fri, Sep 02 @ 5 p.m. UC Davis
Sun, Sep 04 @ 1 p.m. Cal Poly
Sat, Sep 10@ 1 p.m. Washington
Thu, Sep 15@ 4 p.m. Gonzaga
Fri, Sep 23 @ 5 p.m. UCLA
Sun, Sep 25 @ 1 p.m. Cal State Northridge
Sat, Oct 01 @1 p.m. Cal State Bakersfield *
Fri, Oct 07 @ 1 p.m. San Jose State
Sun, Oct 09 @ 1 p.m. Sacramento State *
Fri, Oct 14 @3:30 p.m. San Jose State *
Fri, Oct 21 @ 3:30 p.m. New Mexico *
Sun, Oct 23 @ 1 p.m. UNLV *
Fri, Oct 28 @ 7 p.m. MT Air Force *
Sat, Nov 05 @ 1 p.m. Cal State Bakersfield *
* Conference Games Bold = Home game
YACHT
meets
Yacht Club
at Hedreen
Olivia Johnson
Editorial Assistant
While at first the connection
between YACHT (the band) and
Yacht Club (at the Hedreen Gallery)
may seem to be in name alone, this
would be as superficial as under-
standing YACHT's music as simply
sounding and appearing ethereal and
mysterious.
YACHT a self-described "band,
business, and belief system," spoke
at last Fridays Lunch at the Hedreen
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While Elliott Bay thrives, Pilot Books takes a dive
Emma McAleavy
Elliott Bay's owner reports
thriving sales at new location,
Pilot throws goodbye party
Staff Writer
It is an era ofdoom and gloom for
the independent book store. Where
just a decade ago independent book
stores controlled 15 percent of the
market, today they control a mere 6
percent. But on Capitol Hill, a small
success story is playing out at the ever
popular Elliott Bay Bookstore.
Elliott Bay moved from Pioneer
Square last year amid much anxiety
and apprehension. The wood ambi-
ance of the Pioneer Square was be-
loved by devoted Elliott Bay fans, and
no one believed the new store could
compare.
"People kept telling me they were
scared to come in because diey thought
they would hate it," said Elliott Bay
owner Peter Aaron.
But things couldn't be going better
these days. The shelves and furniture of
the old store were all brought over to
the Capitol Hill location, so the new
store has the same old world, woody
feel of the Pioneer Square store, and
the customers are pleased. Not only
that, but the results are showing in
sales as well. Sales are up 15 to 20
percent. According to Aaron they had
hoped for at least the 10 percent that
would have been necessary to make the
move worth it.
Elliott Bay has always been a bas-
tion of independent book selling in-
novation and success, with a constant
barrage ofreadings, talks and events as
well as a delicious ifsomewhat pricey
in-store cafe. But now it seems that
the new home really is the key to the
stores success.
"The Pioneer Square location was
very challenging, and was deteriorat-
ing visiblyyear after year. It was getting
harder and harder to get people to be
willing to come by," Aaron said.
Capitol Hill, on the other hand,
is up and coming. It is full of college
students, young professionals, hipsters
and artists, all of whom seem to be
ready willing and able to support an
independent book store.
"Its going well, it's given us a boost
in sales that we needed, and a chance
to fight on," Aaron said.
Meanwhile, however, just a few
blocks away Broadways beloved Pilot
Books closed on Sunday. Though less
well known than Elliott Bay, Pilot has
a special place in the hearts of the vol-
unteers that made it possible, and the
handful ofdevoted customers.
"It was also sort ofa labor oflove,"
said Pilot volunteer Willie Fitzgerald.
A small army of volunteers made
the store possible, but even with their
unpaid efforts, the store could not
survive.
"We specialize in esoteric and niche
books, and those tend not to sell all
that well," Fitzgerald said.
Not only that, but Pilot's location,
on the second floor of the Broadway
Alley 219 bilding, proved to be dis-
adventageous. It was not visible from
the street, so you might have had to
already know the store was there to
find it.
"It was nice because it had a club
house feel to it, like a fort, but not
so nice because we were off the street.
We were a destination for people,"
Fitzgerald said.
It would seem that the old adage
"location, location, location," is entire-
ly accurate when it comes to book sell-
ing, but even over at the more cheerful
Elliott Bay, the future is never certain.
Elliott Bay's old location
was challenging and
was deteriorating
visibly year after year.
Peter Aaron
Elliott Bay Owner
With Borders stores all over the coun-
try closing, the continued growth of
Amazon and the advent of e-readers,
the future of the independent book-
seller has never been less certain.
Emma may be reached at
emcaleavy@su-spectator.com
Patrons of Elliott Bay Bookstore enjoy
the wood ambiance of the old loca-
tion in the new Capitol Hill store. After
one year, the business at the new
location is booming.
Sy Bean | The Spectator
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House proceedings
with a prayer, a tra-
dition started by the
Continental Congress.
Since the election of the first
Chaplain in 1789, 59 Chaplains
have offered pastoral counseling to
House members, arranged for and
performed various religious cer-
emonies for House members and
helped schedule guest chaplains for
the House.
The nominationofachaplain of
the House is a bipartisan process.
House Speaker John Boehner
began searching for potential candi-
dates for the position after learning
of the desire ofdie current chaplain,
the Reverend Daniel P. Coughlin,
to retire. Boehner, R-Ohio, attend-
ed Xavier University, a Jesuit insti-
tution in Cincinnati, and wanted
to include a Jesuit candidate in the
potential nominees.
According to an interview
Conroy gave Oregon Live, the
president of the Society of Jesus
sent word out to the provinces
about the upcoming nomination.
Conroy, who teaches theology to
freshmen at Jesuit High School in
Portland, Ore., heard about the po-
sition in November 2010 and made
himself available.
First four staffers two belonged
to Boehner and two belonged to
House Democratic leader Nancy
Pelosi, who had to agree with
Boehner upon the nominee before
presenting him to the House - in-
terviewed Conroy and five other
candidates for the position.
Conroy made the initial cut, so
the four staffers interviewed him
again, this time with Boehner and
Pelosi in tow. Veryshortly after the
first interview, Boehner and Pelosi
offered Conroy the position.
"We are honored that Father
Conroy has agreed to serve as
House chaplain," said Boehner in
a May 6 release announcing the
nomination."His dedication to
God's work, commitment to serv-
ing others and experience working
with people offaith from all tradi-
tions will make him an asset to the
House community."
The only controversy since the
announcement has been Conroy's
membership with the Oregon
Province of the Society of Jesus,
which gave a $166 million settle
to multiple sexual abuse victims in
March. Pelosi did not learn about
the settlement before agreeing to
nominate Conroy, but since he
was involved in the case, she con-
tinued to offer the nomination
her support.
"Based on his answers, the
Leader sees no obstacle to him
being named chaplain," said
Drew Hammill, a press secretary
for Pelosi.
The vote to elect Conroy
will take place later this month.
If elected as the chaplain of
the House, he will be the 60th
Chaplain and the second Catholic
priest to serve as a chaplain, the
first being Coughlin.
Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com
Fr. Conroy S.J. formerly acted as a Seattle U rector, re-
cently nominated for House of Representatives chapla'n
Boehner and Pelosi
offered Conroy
the position.
Based on his answers,
the Leader sees no
obstacle to him being
named chaplain.
Drew Hammill
Press Secretary
We are honored
that Fr. Conroy has
agreed to serve as
House chaplain.
John Boehner
House of Reps Speaker
su-spectator.com/news
Fulbright scholarship grant awarded to 4 at Seattle U
Dallas Goschie
Grant money provided by Fulbright
will allow Efird to do sustainability
research in China
Staff Writer
A great deal ofemphasis is placed on chil-
dren around the planet, but the fixation on
educating a nations youth is most prominent
in nations with large problems.
China, like the United States, is not as
committed to solving some of these global
problems as it could be, but the eastern me-
ga-nation is making important strides.
Robert Efird, an associate professor of
anthropology and Chinese studies at Seattle
University, is one individual who hopes to
help usher in a new era ofsustainability in
China by focusing on the nation's youth,
those who will make the decisions which
will determine the future of the entire planet.
Efird, was recently awarded a Fulbright
grant that will allow him to live and work in
China with his wife and two children over
the course of the next academic year.
"The goal is to assess the practice of en-
vironmental education in Chinese schools,
more specifically in the Yunnan province,"
said Efird.
Efird explains that, similar to the U.S.,
China has an unfunded mandate to en-
sure environmental education in its public
schools. He notes that in many cases, in both
nations, these programs often don't come to
fruition due to lack of funding and time on
often overstrained schools.
Efird and a colleague in China aim to
measure the behaviors and sentiments of
Chinese children both before and after they
participate in an environmental education
program. Efird hopes that they will be able
to follow a core group ofstudents for years to
determine whether or not the environmental
educationprogram will have a lasting impact.
As an example, Efird explains that their
research will involve asking children for their
opinions on fast food orwhat they enjoy do-
ing in their free time. He believes that the
answers to these questions will prove to be
key indicators of future behavior and deci-
sion making.
This is not Efird's first trip to China.
He has spent the past four summers in
the country working with schools on en-
vironmental education program. He also
spent a great deal of time working with
Japanese NGOs in China, which strive
to ensure that the country becomes more
environmentally sustainable.
Efird accepts that China is currently the
While receiving a Fulbright
research grant is a
tremendous honor, it is also
a weighty responsibility.
Rob Efird
Professor, Anthropology
world's largest emitter ofcarbon, though he
notes that on a per capita basis, Chinese car-
bon emissions are much lower than carbon
emissions within the U.S.
"It is our fault, by our unsustainable ex-
ample. Americans need to change more than
theChinese do," Efird said. "China is chasing
the 'American dream.".
As part of the environmental education
program he will be developing in cooperation
with Chinese schools, Efird hopes to take a
more incentivizing approach with children,
allowing them to become enthusiastic about
sustainability on an individual level.
"We need to lead with the carrot rather
than the stick, give them the incentive to act
sustainably [...], for kids, this means show-
ing them the pleasure in sustainability,"
Efird said.
Efird is not the only Fulbright schol-
ar at Seattle U this year. Three students
were alsojsrovided with grants to conduct
their own projects abroad during the next
academic year.
Tess Cannon, one of the student
"Fulbrights," has been assigned to travel
to Germany, where she will assist in teach-
ing English to students at middle and high
school levels. She hopes that the experience
will allow her to work to achieve a greater
understanding ofmulticultural communica-
tion, valuable experience for someone hop-
ing to work in European integration and
international youth development programs
in the future.
Michael Swett and Zoe Monroe also re-
ceived Fulbright grants, but did not respond
to requests for interviews.
Efird adds, "While receiving aFulbright re-
search grant is a tremendous honor, it is also a
weighty responsibility. The question ofwhether
I actually deserve the grant remains to be an-
swered by the work diat begins right now."
Dallas may be reached at
dgoschie@su-spectator.com
Joe Dyer | The Spectator
Robert Efircl, associate professor of anthropology and Chinese studies, receives Fulbright grant to conduct research abroad
May 18, 2011
Vote for House chaplain will happen at end of May
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Skateboarders fight to grind in Seattle public parks
Kassi Rodgers
City of Seattle created 20-year plan to address public
space issues for skateboarders
News Editor
Carlos Suter-Rock
Volunteer Writer
The average age of tennis play-
ers is 30.5 and 23.7 years old for
the average basketball player, but
for one of the fastest growing rec-
reational sports in the country, the
average age is 14.
Skateboarders have long battled
a generational disadvantage that up
until 2003 in Seattle meant little to
no access to public space. With 10.6
million skateboarders nationwide
and counting, city officials soon re-
alized that relegating skateboarders
to sidewalks, parking lots and other
public spaces would no longer cut it.
Skateboarding activists argued
that just as basketball and tennis
players have their own designated
areas in multitude strewn about
the city and in neighborhoods,
skaters should also be entitled to a
"safe space."
Dewey Potter, communica-
tions director for Seatde Parks and
Recreation, says that public space
for skateparks didn't get on the
city's radar until 2008. It was in
2008 that Seattle voters approved a
city parks levy that would provide
more funding for the construction
and maintenance of the city'sparks.
According to Potter, the city tested
out the notion ofcity-funded skate-
parks, first, at the skatebowl in the
Ballard Commons.
"A big challenge was convincing
the general public that skateboard-
ing is a recreation that should be
encouraged. Residents in Ballard
considered [skateboarders] a rowdy
bunch, but we had to say diat 'they
help out a lot by picking up trash
and helping younger people,'" said
Potter.
Jude Martinez, skateboarderand
senior Marine Biology major agrees
that there is a certain connotation
attached to being a skateboarder.
"There is a negative stigma of
skaters being rebellious that comes
from positive intentions," Martinez
said. "More skateparks are a good
idea because it keeps kids off the
streetand from doing other dungs."
A big challenge was
convincing the public
that skateboarding
should be encouraged.
Dewey Potter
Seattle Parks and Recreation
There are various groups in
Seattle as well as across the nation
that promote skateboarding as a
community to bring people togeth-
er. More recently, Rob Dyrdek pro-
fessional skater and star of MTV's
reality show "Rob and Big", made a
sizeable donation to the creation of
more "safe spaces" for skateboarders
in Seattle.
One group in particular, Skate
Like A Girl, makes helping young
female skaters a priority.
"Skate Like A Girl is a non-profit
in Seattle, and we have chapters in
Portland and San Fran, that pro-
motes female skateboarding and
building a cohesive skateboarding
community," said Katie Killeen,
an advocate and member of the
organization.
Killeen also acknowledged the
importance of an opportunity for
girls to skateboard as well as have a
safe place to do so.
The Citywide Skatepark Plan is
theresult ofa 2006 city council reso-
lution diatrecognized skateboarding
as a healthy recreational sport de-
serving ofpublic space. In order to
implement diis 20-year plan, which
aims to add 25 new skate parks in
the city of Seattle, a Skate Park
Advisory Task Force was commis-
sioned. The task force is responsible
for identifying and recommending
possible skate sites as well as plan-
ning for and helping to build a
network of skateparks, skatespots
and skatedots.
These skating venues are clas-
sified by size, skatedots being
the smallest at up to 1,500 sq. ft,
skatespots being slighdy bigger from
1,500to 10,000sq. ft, and regional
and districtskateparks ranging from
10,000 to more than 30,000 sq. ft.
According to die Seattle Parks
and Recreationwebsite, die citywide
skatepark plan "identifies a network
ofsafe, legal places diroughout the
city, for people ofall ages, races and
genders to enjoy. It also offers rec-
ommendations that can begin to
change die way people diinkabout
and experience skateboarding in the
City ofSeattle."
Advocating for skateboard-
ing, according to Matthew Lee
Johnston, often evolved into a
teaching experience.
"It is one thing to have to educate
the public and community residents,
but especially when developing [die
Skatepark Plan] we had to educate the
cityofficials as wellas the parks depart-
ment," saidJohnston, a member of the
Skate Park Advisory Committee.
Johnston attests diat most of the
community meetings boil down
to not being able differentiate be-
tween actual issues like noise and
irrational fears.
Noise was a major concern for
Capitol Hill residents last Monday,
who spoke up for and against die
recent skatedot addition at Summit
Slope Park located at die corner of
East Olive Way and Summit Street.
Many cited die noisepollution caused
by the skateboarders as a nuisance.
The cityhas responded to the concern
expressed by residents by blocking off
hand rails thataren't intended for skat-
ing purpose as well as by displaying
times when the park is to be used.
Johnston agrees that noise
is a legitimate concern for resi-
dents living near these skate parks,
but doesn't feel that building
fences or putting up blockades is
the solution.
"There is a bigger need for a space
for skateboarders topractice theirsport
safely than there is a need for quiet ...
residents have become complacent to
other sounds and are singling out the
newestsoundwhich happens to be the
skateboarders."
Kassi may be reached at
krodgers@su-spectator.com
Carlos may be reached at
suterc@seattleu.edu
Sofia Jaramillo | The Spectator
Skateboarder Ben Koppel does a flip trick off a skate ramp at Seattle Center.
Drag show sparks challenge to Catholic identity
Emma McAleavy
Cardinal Newman society
posts Seattle U drag show
transcript on its official blog
Staff Writer
The Cardinal Newman Society
is questioning the Catholic integri-
ty ofSeattle University once again.
The CNS posted an interview
transcript conducted last week by
The Spectator's Colleen Fontana.
The interview, an exclusive with
famed Seattle U drag show host
Sylvia O'Stayformore, was posted
on the Cardinal Newman Society
blog under the heading "Catholic
Identity Abuse."
The blog didnot contain further
explanation, only the verbatim text
from The Spectator's interview. The
Cardinal Newman Society did not
return phone calls and was unavail-
able for comment.
O'Stayformore wasn't surprised
there was a negative response; reli-
gious conservativism is something
the host is familiar with. But even
withreligious communities diere is
usually room for diversity, accord-
ing to O'Stayformore.
"There is usually a pocket of
acceptance in every religion no
matter how conservative it is,"
O'Stayformore said.
I believe whole-
heartedly that Seattle
U is throughly Catholic.
Mike Bayard
Campus Ministry Director
Originally a member of the
Church of Jesus Christ ofLatter
Day Saints, O'Stayformore is no
stranger to religious conservatism;
the fact that Seattle U is willing to
support an event like a drag show
comes as a welcome surprise to
O'Stayformore.
"It's pretty amazing that it hap-
pened in a Jesuit college, and that
[the show] is getting support. I
don't think it's going to say that
the college is goingto be accepting
all but its pretty eye opening," said
O'Stayformore.
As far as the Cardinal Newman
Society goes, O'Stayformore wasn't
really surprised.
"I guess it is a passive aggressive
way ofsaying they don'tagree with
it," O'Stayformore said.
Sylvia is a non-affiliate per-
former, so from her perspective
the allegations against Seattle U.
aren't personal.
For the Catholic community on
campus, however, theassertion that
Seattle U is somehow non-Cadiolic
is personal.
"I believe whole-heartedly that
Seattle University is thoroughly
Catholic," said Director ofCampus
Ministry Mike Bayard, S.J..
And indeed, for many devout
Catholics on campus the Seattle U
experience is synonymous with a
Cadiolic experience.
But Seattle U's brand of
Catholicism doesn't seem to be of
the same ilk as Cardinal Newman's
brand of Catholicism.
"To be Catholic at Seattle
University means to be inclu-
sive. Our Catholicism recognizes
that all faiths are welcome here,"
said Bayard.
So it would seem that the Seattle
U community and the Cardinal
Newman Society have some theo-
logical interpretative conflicts.
"It all depends on what your
interpretation is," O'Stayformore
said.
If it's a matter of authority, the
Cardinal Newman Society is not
actually part ofthe Church, except
in that its members are members of
the Church. They are not an order
in the same way the Jesuits are .
They are for all intents and pur-
poses, self-appointed authorities on
what the word Catholic means.
"It's a group of Catholics who
have come together and said this
is what it means to be Catholic,"
Bayard said. The Cardinal Newman
Society is not the only group criti-
cizing Seatde U.
TheTFP Student Action Group
posted an article on dieir website
titled "Repulsive Drag Show at
Jesuit Seattle University." The ar-
ticle expresses outrage at the "moral
depravity" of drag shows. But the
TFP Student Action Group is also
not an official church authority.
From theclergy's perspective, or
at least the Jesuit perspective, things
aren't so cut and dry.
"I don't think these issues are
black and white, and they tend to
be very black and white in their ap-
proach," said Bayard.
Still, even the Jesuits at Seattle
U struggle with the more delicate
issues of doctrine. Not all Jesuits
agree, and many struggle to articu-
late their feelings on some of the
more hot-button issues like homo-
sexuality and abortion.
A dragshow isn't necessarily the
weighty issue the CNS is making it
out to be.
"My understanding of a drag
show is that it's men dressing up as
women, now what is wrong with
that?" said Bayard.
Emma may be reached at
emcaleavy@su-spectator.com
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SlutWalk-ers make stand against female stereotyping
Kellie Cox
Volunteer Writer
On January 24, Toronto constable
Michael Sanguinetti advised female law stu-
dents to "avoid dressing like sluts" in order
to prevent being victimized. In response,
Torontonians donned their stripper heels
and raised protesting picket signs on April
3 in the world's first SlutWalk.
In the past month, the movement has
stomped its way out of Canada and into
major U.S. cities. Seattle will join the march
on June 19 at noon in the Bobby Morris
Playfield.
Samuel Schimmel, the Western
Washington University student spearhead-
ing the Seattle SlutWalk, suggests that
Sanguinetti's comment is just the tip of the
iceberg.
Late last year, an 11-year-old girl in
Cleveland, Texas was gang raped by 18 boys
in an abandoned trailer and the New York
Times reported that the victim dressed and
acted older than her age. Closer to home,
prosecutors recently refused to file rape
charges against a University ofWashington
basketball player simply because witnesses
"portrayed the act consensual."
By blogging about these events on
Tumblr, Schimmel caught the attention
of fellow SlutWalk organizers, "partner-
in-crime" Robin Sachs and Microsoft em-
ployee Jessi Murray. They will protest the
two mainstream conventions surrounding
these rape cases.
"'Victim-blaming' is basically when you
make it so that [it is] on the woman to pre-
vent her own rape. And then 'slut-shaming,'
which is stigmatizing women for having and
enjoying frequent sex," said Schimmel.
"Slut-shaming" is often forgotten or mis-
understoodby supporters and non-support-
ers alike. Similar to the reappropriation of
"geek" and "dyke" in modern culture, the
SlutWalk seeks to reappropriate the term
"slut."
"We want to make it so that it's a sex
positive word for women ... .who enjoy sex,"
Schimmel explained.
Unfortunately, many disagree. The
controversial, funeral-picketing Westboro
Baptist Church announced that it would
counter-protest the upcoming SlutWalk.
Unlike the infamous WBC, Schimmel and
fellow organizers take a pacifist's approach
towards change.
"That's how you fight hate is you disarm
hate," Schimmel said.
Robin Sachs, an 18-year-old women's
rights advocate from Mariner High School,
welcomes the counter-protesters.
"We're actually kind of excited about
[it]," said Sachs. "I think it means that we're
doing something very important and very
visible."
Members of Seattle University's Society
ofFeminists also feel passionately about the
protest and plan to strut their "slutty" stuff
at the event in June.
"Women, in expressing their sexuality ...
that sort of renders them potential to be
victimized by ... other people's awful ac-
tions," said Society ofFeminists' President
Heather Hanson.
Along with protesting in June, the
Society ofFeminists spreads the SlutWalk
message in its own personal way.
"We don't really have an agenda or any-
thing other than just to create a safe space
for conversation. And just a lot of these is-
sues, like problems that come up with ex-
pressing sexuality ... are just never really
talked about," Hanson said.
This emotional approach bares the true
reason to walk. SlutWalks represent the 1
out of 4 women raped during college and
the 15 out of 16 rapists who are not held
accountable, according to the Rape, Abuse
& Incest Network.
"It's something that affects everybody
and so everybody needs to speak out against
it," Sachs said.
Kelly may be reached at
coxkl@seattleu.edu
VSA set to amaze
with 6th annual
Xuan Fest
The female members of the
Vietnamese Student Asso-
ciation practice a traditional
Vietnamese danceroutine in
Pigott auditorium.
This year's Xuan, whose
theme is "Hanh Trinh Ky Uc:
Journey of Dreams," will be
held in the Campion Ball-
room at 6 p.m. Following
the event will be the VSA's
annual Free Spring Night.
JoeDyer | The Spectator
When
life gets
'ruff,'
destress
with
dogs
Sophomore Taylor Stein and
friends meet with faculty mem-
bers' dogs to lower their blood
pressure beforefinals. The quar-
terly event was sponsored by
PHAT.
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
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ROTC director
reflects on
Iraq War,
effects of Bin
Laden death
J. Adrian Munger
According to Lt. Colonel Eric Farquarson,
patriotism is primary reason for enlistment
StaffWriter
It's easy for college students to feel disconnected from the
May 2nd shooting of Osama bin Laden, especially given most
students' general apathy toward world politics. But for some
students, especially veterans and those planning on entering the
military, bin Laden's deathraised some interesting questions.
Some news analysts have speculated that bin Laden's death
will make the war in Afghanistan more difficult to justify, claim-
ing that recruitment rates were kept artificially by rhetoric aimed
at bin Laden and Al-Qaeda.
Some experts, such as Lt. Colonel Eric Farquarson, head of
the Seattle University ROTC program, claim that citizens enlist
for more reasons than a hunt for a figurehead like bin Laden.
"The biggest driving factor [for people to enlist] comes
down to serving their country," said Farquarson. "Some guys
don't want to a desk [their whole life], they want excitement."
While recruitment in the armed forces rose after the
September 11 terrorist attacks, enrollment in ROTC programs
nationwide stayed fairly consistent, and Farquarson thinks its
partially because of the wide range of benefits ROTC offers.
On the other hand, Farquarson says ROTC cadets expect to be
deployed to active duty.
"There'sa lot ofprofessions that 'serve', like law enforcement
and firefighting, [but the armed forces is the] only profession
that involves going overseas into the face of violence to protect
your country," said Farquarson. "Students expect to be deployed.
[Cadets join for] deployment more than employment."
For Dan Peters, a sophomore social work major and former
Marine, enlistment in the armed forces was all about service.
"I joined the Marines because I wanted something dif-
ferent from school," said Peters. "I liked the idea of serving my
country.'
Peters spent his time in the Marines as part of the Chemical
Biological Incident Response Force, a group tasked with counter-
ing the effects ofcatastrophic disasters or terrorist attacks. While
the group has existed since the 90s, its role and funding was
greatly increased after the 9/11 terrorist attacks. Peters served
for four years, and in his time in the armed forced, Peters never
went overseas.
"1 expected to go overseas ... But my training was in deal-
ing with [catastrophic disasters]... I never went overseas," said
Peters. "It was surprising, but lucky I think... a lot of the recruit-
ment and advertisement focused on the adventure of [military
service], but the reality ofit is that it's just a normal job."
Peters and Farquason think that enlistment will remain
high after the death of bin Laden.
"I think as long as the war continues, people will want to
protect our country," Peters said. "We're still a country at war."
"It's hard to pinpoint [when recruitment will shift]. There's
always times where recruitment jumps, like after 9/11, but [re-
gardless of the state of the war] we never saw a huge dip in
enlistment during the Iraq War," Farquarson said. "I'm behind
President Obama's statements. We need to remain vigilant."
J. Adrian may be reached at amunger@su-spectator.com
We never saw a huge dip in enlistment
during the Iraq War. I'm behind
President Obama's statements.
We need to remain vigilant.
Lt. Colonel Eric Farquarson
ROTC Director
Protestors battle for marijuana
legalization in city-wide protest,
police caution against legislation
Candace Shankel | The Spectator
A large groupof pro-marijuana attendees parade from Volunteer Park to Westlake Center on Saturday, for the
Cannabis Freedom March. Petitions were distributed to get 1-1149, a marijuana legalization initiative, on theballot.
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'Celebration' fulfills the
dreams of many MEChA
members as first
annual event closes
Guests were barely finished filing out
of the Leßoux room on Sunday before
the students of Movimiento Estudiantil
Chicano de Aztlan (MEChA) were lined
up on the stage, pumping their fists in
triumph as cameras flashed to commem-
orate the moment. The smiles on their
faces weren't just for the cameras, their
smiles were those of accomplishment.
The first ever annual Celebracion was
a reality and their hard work paid off.
"It was a dream come true," said Mar-
tha Palomino, a sophomore and the
community outreach officer of MEChA,
recalled her feelings during that moment.
"I can't believe the day already happened.
We worked so hard for this and ... it was
a total success, double thumbs-up."
Joe Dyer | The Spectator
Specs of the week
'The Governator' admits to
fathering illegitimate child
Former California Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger has acknowledged
thathe fathered a childwitJi a mem-
ber ofhis household staff, a revela-
tion thatapparently prompted wife
Maria Shriver to leave the couple's
home before they announced their
separation last week.
Shriver separately issued a state-
ment saying itwas a "heartbreaking
time," and two of their children,
Patrick and Katherine, expressed
their love for their family in sepa-
rate Twitter messages.
Schwarzenegger and Shriver
jointlyannounced May 9 that they
were splitting up after 25 years of
marriage. Yet, Shriver moved
out of the family's Brentwood
mansion earlier in the year after
Schwarzenegger acknowledged the
child is his, the Los Angeles Times
reported Tuesday.
"After leaving the governor's of-
fice I told my wifeabout this event,
which occurred over a decade ago,"
Schwarzenegger told the Times on
Monday in a statement that was
later sent to The Associated Press.
"I understand and deserve the feel-
ings of anger and disappointment
among my friends and family.
There are no excuses and I take full
responsibility for the hurt I have
caused. I have apologized to Maria,
my children and my family. I am
truly sorry."
"I ask that the media respect
my wife and children through this
extremely difficult time," the state-
ment concluded. "While I deserve
your attention and criticism, my
family does not."
Hall of Fame slugger
Harmon Killebrew diesat 74
Harmon Killebrew, the affable,
big-swinging Hall ofFamer whose
tape-measure home runs made him
the cornerstone of the Minnesota
Twins and perhaps the most popu-
lar player in the team's 51-year his-
tory, died Tuesday after battling
esophageal cancer. He was 74.
The Twins said Killebrew
passed away peacefully at his
home in Scottsdale, Ariz., with
his wife, Nita, and their family
at his side. He announced his di-
agnosis just six months ago, and
last week Killebrew said he was
settling in for the final days of
his life after doctors deemed the
"awful disease" incurable.
Killebrew is 11 th on baseball's
all-time home run list after an ex-
ceptional 22-year career. His eight
seasons with 40 or more homers
still is tied for second in league
history to Babe Ruth, and his up-
percut swing formed the silhou-
ette that inspired Major League
Baseball's official logo.
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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Malicious Mischief
May 13,12:10 p.m.
Public Safety located a graffititag
on the Fine Arts building. Facilities
was contacted.
Theft
May 13, 3:30 p.m.
A student reported items were
removed from a locked bicycle
at 10thAvenue and E. Columbia
Street.
Harassment
May 13, 4:15 p.m.
A student in Xavier reported mul-
tiple harassing emails from an un-
known party.
Safety Assist- Elevator
May 13,10:00p.m.
An elevator was not functioning in
the Student Center. The elevator
service was contacted.
Alcohol Violation
May 14,12:50a.m.
Public Safety and Housing and
ResidenceLife contacted aroom
inXavier for an occupant vomiting
out a window. The incident was
forwarded to conduct.
Alcohol Violation
May 14,1:00 a.m.
Public Safety and Housing
and Residence Life contacted
a residence in Campion. The
occupants were documented
for alcohol.
Welfare Check
May 14,1:55 am.
Public Safety and HRL check
on intoxicated student in Bel-
larmine. No medical transport
was necessary.
Safety Assist- Elevator
May 14,10:35a.m.
An elevator was not functioning
in Campion. The elevator service
was contacted.
Auto Prowl Attempt
May 14,12:45 p.m.
An employee reported males
looking into vehicles in theBroad-
way Garage.The non-affiliatewas
taken into custody by theSeattle
Police Department.
False Fire Alarm
May 14, 8:00 p.m.
Public Safety and the Seattle Fire
Department responded to a fire
alarm in Arrupe. The cause of
the alarm was determined to be
burnt toast.
Campus Voice:
Are you living on
campus next year?
Did you consider
living in the
Douglas?
"Yes, I'm [planning on]
living on campus, but
it's been hard getting
into Chardin. If I can't, I
may try to move off. The
Douglas is too expensive
for the amount of time."
"No, I'll actually be living
in Japan next year. [But]
The Douglas seems like
you're paying more for
more trouble."
"No, housing is silly
business. I'm not going to
sign a 12 month lease at
the Douglas when I can
get better or comparable
housing elsewhere."
"No. I wish I could [live at the Douglas], but they're
too expensive."
Interviews and photos by Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
Darian Borst
Freshman, International
Business and Finance
Casey Jones
Junior, Asian Studies
John Soklaski
Sophomore, Com-
— puter Engineering
Abbey Garrow
Sophomore, Nursing
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HOUSING
Cambray Provo
Staff Writer
As of May 1, most students who plan to attend
Seattle University for the first time in fall 2011 have
submitted their commitment and have begun prepar-
ing for the transition to college life. Though transfers,
waitlisted students and students who choose not to
attend in the fall, among other reasons, can affect
the true number of incoming freshmen for this fall,
the Office of Enrollment Services is working toward
a specific cap to the number of students attending as
incoming freshmen next year.
"This process is always a mixture ofboth science and
art," saidAndrea Frangi, associate directorofEnrollment
trend of increasing incoming freshman class size year
after year.
Though Crone notes that, "All of [the Office of
Enrollment's] campus partners have been readying
themselves to serve our new and continuing students
based on our enrollment goals," it is significant that
Enrollment is seeking a freshmen class that will likely
be 130 students smaller than last year's.
Crone says that Seattle U "will not have a final
number for new (both freshmen and transfer) and
continuing students until after the tenth class day in
the fall."
Cambray may be reached at
cprovo@su-spectator.com
freshmen
Services in an emailed statement.
Seattle U admitted 4,000 students to the
class of 2015, out of which they hope to have
fewer than 1000 accept. A third of admitted
applicants were accepted via early action, ac-
cording to the office of Enrollment Services.
Marilyn A. Crone, vice president for
Enrollment Management, says Seattle U is
working toward a freshmen class goal of 925
students, which is "by intention down from
last year's freshmen class of 1,055."
Issues such as overcrowding in the dorms
and high demand of university services may
be reasons why Seattle U is bucking the
Of the targeted
925 students,
approximately
650 will live in the
residence halls.
su-spectator.com/features10 the spectator
DOUGLAS P
John Beaton
Staff Writer
An increase in .the number of incoming
freshmen last year forced the university
to lease several floors in the Vantage and
Rianna apartments off campus, but this
year it looks like the solution for space in
housing could be a bit more localized.
It has been just a little more than a
year since construction began for the
highly anticipated Douglas apartments.
With little more than a few months to
go until students can move in, many may
be wondering if they will be able to do
just that, and what they can expect if
The first, and often the most impor-
tant, matter at hand for people inter-
ested in renting an apartment is how
much it will cost. After all, minimalistic
furniture and artsy screen prints on the
imean nothing
ifyou can't afford to
>y them.
.my Worthington, a partner at the
sea Group, and Jake McKinstry,
lopment Manager at Seneca Group,
talked in great detail about not only how
much the apartments would cost, but
also what students could expect if they
lived there.
According to Worthington and
McKinstry, the rates for Douglas apart-
ment rooms are $875 per month.
That is about $15 dollars
more per month than
■Lents. Unlike the Murphys, though,ite of $875 is the price of renter one lives in a single or a five
bedroom, because the lease that is signed
is only binding to the individual and only
applies to one particular room, not the
entire unit.
Essentially, the individual is only re-
eble for the room that he or she isI rather than the entire space, atnancially speaking.
But is this a fair price given the neigh-
borhood and the fact that the Douglas
apartments are run by the school?
It would seem like it is for a multitude
of reasons, one being that the Douglas
apartments are generally reserved for up-
Btnen
who are no longer required
m campus and often find them-
smpeting for off campus hous-
ny of these off campus options,
at least with regard to apartments with
similar amenities, run upwards to over
$900 a month for a single room apart-
ment according to Seattleßentals.com,
an apartment search forum.
The amenities that come with the
apartments, as well as the
company is asking. Just some of the
many perks include cardio equipment
on the the ground floor, fully furnished
apartments, laundry service, a 3,000
square-foot shared study space and more.
Also, an added historical bonus is the fact
that all the wood to be incorporated in
the lobby decor was brought from the
now demolished Oregon State Hospital,
where "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest" was filmed.
Kiefer Rork, a manager of the Historic
Margola apartment complex on 17th
Avenue, claims that given the desirable
neighborhood ofCapitol Hill and all the
aforementioned amenities, $875 was a
very fair price. In fact a single apartment
in his building costs more than $900
per month.
Worthington and McKinsny pointed
out that students living in the
Douglas will have great-
er independence
those living on campus. For example, if
a student got a job outside ofSeattle dur-
ing the summer but was still on the lease,
he or she would be able to sublet his or
her apartment; certainly something that
can't be done in the Murphy apartments.
To encourage students to move into the
new facility, a discount of one month of
free rent is being offered to students who
organize a group of friends to move into
a five bedroom unit together.
Along with a large study space in the
lobby, Worthington said that 9,000 square
feet has been set aside for retail space.
This 9,000 is partitioned into three
different spaces around the lobby that
hope to accommodate either a restau-
rant or cafe, a bank and a convenient
store. Students can also have a say by
recommending what they would like
to see in terms of private retail on the
Douglas' website.
jbeaton@su-spectator.com
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The catchy dance band
brings their prophetic
musings to campus
Gallery, discuss-
ing its specific brand
of art to an attentive
audience.
The band was formed in 2002
in Portland, Ore. and is currently
comprised of Jona Bechtolt and
Claire-Evans who craft esoteric
electro-pop inspired tunes, achiev-
ing their greatest success with
2009's "See Mystery Lights." That
album was the subject of most of
the duo's discussion on Friday, as
they detailed how cults and spiri-
tuality play into their music. Also
talked about was their newest re-
lease, "Shangri-La."
"Rogue culture, bands, and
off-shoot religions are all the same
with a different apex of beliefs,"
explained Evans. Our interest lies
the overlap between cults and
bands."
For a band that prides itself on
its presentation and channeling
the unknown in its music and ap-
pearance, the two were remarkably
open at the lecture about their in-
fluences, fascinations and general
themes they like to portray in their
music, which brilliantly blends
philosophy, spirituality, and dance-
worthy beats.
The subject of the presentation
was the intersection of music and
spirituality, and the ways in which
they mimic each other. The pair
also explained how mantra medi-
tation played a key role in "Lights,"
in that the repetitive nature ofpop
music often morphs into plac-
ing value in simply repeating the
sounds, not in the words.
They also discussed logos, which
show interest in a larger commu-
nity for both cults and bands, the
concert as ritual experience, which
the pair describes as being similar
almost everywhere they travel, and
the idea of followers or groupies,
who are devoted to a certain reli-
gion and figurehead through which
the ideas ofreligion are conveyed.
"Our work aims to capture a
sense ofmystery and magic," Evans
said. "We want to evoke the expe-
rience of seeing both the real and
unexplained."
In order to effectively create
this experience, the band trav-
eled to Marfa, Texas, described by
Bechtolt as "literally the middle
of nowhere," for "See Mystery
Lights."
The mystery lights referenced in
the title refer to a phenomenon in
Marfa where lights appearas float-
ing in the distance, and, according
to Evans, the lights have been ap-
pearing for centuries.
Though some modern scien-
tific testing has been conducted to
determine the source of the lights,
they still remain shrouded in the
type of secrecy surrounding places
like Roswell and Area 51.
"We don't have thatattachment
to mystery anymore, since we have
access to so much information,"
Evans said. "There was a timewhen
almost everything was considered
magic, before the advancements of
science and reason."
The twoattribute the experience
oflivingand working in Marfa as "a
life-changing experience to be able
to experience the paranormal" and
as a time when theirwork changed
from being very pragmatic to fo-
cused more on esotericism.
In order to continue this theme
into the newrecord, YACHT chose
to focus on the idea of Utopia, or
what they describe as ideas of the
paranormal translated into reality.
"We believe in a philosophy of
self-empowerment. The power we
have lies in being able to dictate
our own reality," Evans said. "The
most spiritual thing we can do is
create art."
The pair describe the new al-
bum as being concerned with the
idea ofUtopia as a concept, and one
that takes philosophical ideas and
turns them into a place.
"Utopia is an aspiration that
unites us all," Evans said. "All cul-
tures have some idea of Utopia,
Heaven, Shangri-La or Eden."
For Hedreen co-curator Jessica
Powers, YACHT was a natural fit
for an exhibition that is about
much more than boats.
"At the Hedreen we're all about
presenting different modes of pos-
sibilities," said Powers. "We wanted
to hear more about their philoso-
phy because they're an interesting
band. Everything they talked about
in terms ofan isolation and lone-
liness versus the community of a
cult conceptually fits nicely into
everything Yacht Club has been
about."
Maura McCreight describes at-
tending the performance lecture to
learn more about the band.
"I had not idea they had such
spiritual ideas in their music," said
McCreight. "The idea of com-
munity in both nautical life and
cults also presents some interesting
ideas."
Powers echoes the views
ofMcCreight
"I really appreciate that the
lecture left a lot to question, and
it will be interesting to look into
the philosophies they discussed,"
said Powers. "I like when some-
thing ends with more questions
than answers."
Olivia can be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com
They brilliantly blend
philosophy, spirituality,
and dance beats.
Rogue culture, bands,
and off-shoot religions
are all the same with a
different apex of beliefs.
Claire L. Evans
YACHT
Joe Dyer | The Spectator
Claire L. Evans and Jona Bechtolt discussed mysticism and music
entertainment
Broadway Farmers Market
For years, tucked away in a parking lot out ofsight from the street, the Broadway Farmers Market has
brought the neighborhood tasty produce, fancy pastries and all sorts ofother goodies. The market recently
made a major move down the street to Seattle Central Community College on the corner of Pine Street
and Broadway Avenue. The market is open Sundays from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Sy Bean | TheSpectator
YACHT talks cults at Hedreen
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New play reveals
Apple's dark side
Dallas Goschie
Staff Writer
Shenzhen, China could very well be the
biggest city you have never heard of. Three
decades ago, it was a small fishing village
with a population of 700. Today, it is an ex-
plosive factory city with upwards of 14 mil-
lion people, the third largest city in China
and the birthplace ofmost ofour consumer
electronics. According to Mike Daisey, when
something is "Made in China," chances are,
it is made in Shenzhen.
Daisey, a strange cross between an investi-
gative reporter and an actor, is currently per-
forming a two-hour, uninterrupted mono-
logue at the Seattle Repertory Theatre titled
"The Agony and the Ecstasy ofSteve Jobs."
Above all, Daisey is a storyteller.
Combining personal narrative, journalistic
techniques and a variety of dramatic tools,
he illustrates the rise, fall and subsequent
rebirth of the Apple corporation, but man-
ages to slide in intimate accounts from the
underbelly of the beast.
Daisey grew up in the decades when Jobs'
Apple was just beginning its grand "techno-
logical revolution." For him, and for many
other Apple fans, life was grand. Every now
and then, Jobs would appear on the scene,
change the world with the release of a new
product and people would pay any price to
get their hands on these beautiful amalgama-
tions ofplastic, metal, and glass.
However, when Daisey learned of the ori-
gins of these devices he had devoted so much
ofhis time and money toward attaining and
using, he found himself quicklyveering from
the Utopian cycle Apple had created.
For years, Daisey had assumed thatApple
products were created by robots, in the same
manner that cars today are assembled by pre-
cise mechanical arms. He learned that, in fact,
Apple devices, along with most consumer
electronics in our lives, were made by one
factory in Shenzhen in southern China.
Foxconn, Chinas largest employer, em-
ploys 430,000 workers at its plant, and these
workers hand make 52 percent ofthe world's
consumer electronics. Reports ofemployee
abuse at Foxconn were (and still are) mak-
ing headlines, and Daisey decided to visit
the plant and discover for himself what lay
beneath Apple's chrome surface.
One story in the popular technology mag-
azine, WIRED, highlighted suicide nets in-
stalled at the plant to stop the epidemic that
was sweeping Foxconn's employee roster.
Daisey introduces the audience to an un-
familiar Apple, the Apple he had come to
know, an Apple that profited immensely on
humanity's addiction to technology and the
blood hidden by a corrupt, opaque system.
When Daisey visited the well-guarded
Chinese factory, under the guise ofbeing an
American businessman, one thing surprised
him above anything else: the silence.
"You aren't allowed to talk on the lines,
and the only sound in the room was the
constant motion of human bodies," said
Daisey.
The most compelling parts of his perfor-
mance are these firsthand accounts of visits
to theFoxconn plant, he speaks oftouching
encounters with several employees, some
who were barely over the age of 12.
Though some of the several jokes Daisey
made fell flat, one must admire the creativity
of the ultimate story he designed, a seamless
melding of the story ofApple and the story
ofFoxconn, one which takes an important
human rights issue we profit from in theWest
and brings it to our doorstop.
Daisey's message is not necessarily one
designed to make the listener comfortable.
As an Apple fanboy typing this story on a
Macßook Pro while my iPhone flashes in the
periphery, 1 found myself slightly hostile to-
ward Daisey at some points.
The show is designed to make listeners
question a way oflife many ofthose in west-
ern society have become accustomed to, a
society rooted in rampant consumption and
the pursuit ofinstant gratification. His story
makes it clear that we are already living in the
technologically-controlled future our ances-
tors dreamed of and feared, a future which
our independent decisions have played an
enormous role in shaping.
My relationship with technology and
with Apple changed dramatically after hear-
ing Daisey's story. Now, I can't text or email
without feeling a twinge ofguilt, but that is
exactlywhat Daisey wanted. He doesn't offer
a true end to his story, he doesn't say "stop
buying Apple products!" In fact, he admits
that he still loves and enjoys them.
His ultimate message is that, as consum-
ers, we have a responsibility to pay atten-
tion to where our devices come from, and a
responsibility to respect and understand the
human cost ofa sleeker operating system.
Dallas may be reached at
dgoschie@su-spectator.com
Daisey is a strange cross
between and investigative
reporter and an actor. Above
all, Daisey is a storyteller.
Courtesy the Seattle Repertory Theatre
Catch the last runs of "The Agony and Ecstasy of Steve Jobs" May 19 through 22.
Yogurtland is both tasty
and dangerous
Sam Kettering
Senior Staff Writer
Every year, Seattle's summer temperatures
soar beyond sweltering for an unbearable few-
day stretch. On those sticky, humid nights,
when the line for Molly Moons stretches out
the door and down the block, many a Capitol
Hill denizen will be thankful to have another
option: Yogurtland.
The frozen yogurt shop, located at 1620
Broadway Avenue, offers its customers the
opportunity to create their own chilled,
creamy confections.
Entering Yogurtland presents customers
with two options: they can either partake the
fresh strawberry infused water dispenser or
head straight to the back of the frozen yogurt
line. Wise patrons will choose the strawberry
water; its freshness will cleanse their pallets and
prepare them for the task of sampling frozen
yogurt flavors.
Abank offrozen yogurt dispensers are built
into a tiled wall behind a pane of aqua-tinted
glass. When customers feel prepared to start
creating their cool, sweet treat, they can choose
one oftwo bowl sizes. For the record, although
one size is slightly deeper than the other, both
are large enough for a grown woman to fit
her hands in.
Yogurdand offers a respectable variety of
flavors: Dutch chocolate, strawberry, mango,
blueberry tart, taro. While on their own none
of them is as creative as Molly Moon's, when
combined, one can make just about any
flavor possible.
And therein lies the danger.
Frozen yogurt melts more quickly than ice
cream does. So even if one takes the precau-
tion ofseparating clashing flavors with a mu-
tually complimentary flavor - for example, if
a customer began with chocolate-vanilla swirl,
added a layer of strawberry, then topped the
layer of strawberry with the very tart plain
flavor, chances are that they'll end up melting
together into one soupy slop.
To further complicate matters, Yogurtland
also offers a smorgasbord of toppings: Fruity
Pebbles Cereal, Butterfingers chunks, fresh
kiwi, fresh peach and more. By the time one
has reached the end of the line, so many dif-
ferent flavors might have caught their eye that
they've created a monster ofa combination.
Finding toppings that compliment all of the
flavors can bea serious challenge, especially if
the toppings one truly wants to sample would
go better with the flavor at the bottom ofthe
bowl rather than the flavor at the top.
A word to the wise: know what you want
before you get in line, to avoid ending up
with chunks of strawberry floating in a melt-
ed pool of taro and mint chocolate cookie
frozen yogurt.
The good news is that Yogurtland charges
35 cents per ounce ofa customers finished
product. People can fill a bowl with a sur-
prisingly large quantity offrozen yogurt, and
add to that large quantity a decent amount
of toppings, and still spend less than $4.00.
Compared to other ice cream and frozen yo-
gurt shops that operate on the same prem-
ise— many charge a base price and then only
allow a certain amount of toppings before they
begin to add a charge for each additional top-
ping— Yogurtland offers a better deal: get as
many different flavors as you want, with as
many toppings as you want, for a roughly
comparable price.
Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com
A word to the wise:
know what you want
before you get in line.
Sy Bean | TheSpectator
Be careful what you wish for: too many flavors may spell disaster.
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Redhawk Marauder's Map
Campus may be small, but it has lots of little secret hallways and
alcoves just waiting to be discovered. The Spectator scoped out
the best of these hideaways and unknown locales and mapped
them for your treasure-seeking pleasure.
Secrets: REVEALED
The back of
Admin
You may have stared at it while daydreaming in class,
but how many have actually taken the time to visit the
area behind theAdmin Building? It can be accessed on the
southside ofAdmin via a pathway or through the double
doors past the entrance.The pathway that circumnavigates
the lawn is fringed by impeccably kept gardens that look as
beautiful as they smell.Towards the back of the yard, that
being the farthest point away fromAdmin, is a statueof the
Virgin Mary that was erected in the memory of Reverend
Fr. Howard F. Peronteau. Apparently Peronteau was such
an admired Jesuit in his day that a club was formed after
his death which continues to honor his legacy today.
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Connolly
Center Saunas
At Seattle U, Connolly Center is either a place you
probably go all the time, or have never set foot in.
Connolly's labrynthine halls hold all sorts ofsecrets, like
little nooks and rooms with doors that look like they were
designed for tiny gnomes. If you are looking to discover
the best kept secret in Connolly however, don't follow
the gnomes. Instead, follow the older folks. On any given
day, groups of men and ladies quietly go in and out of
Connolly to hang out in the school's fully functioning
saunas, which run almost all day. If you are looking to
get your sweat on, the locker rooms on the second floor
are where you can find the goods.
The Zen Garden
Ifyou walk through the lobby of the Casey building
and exit the glass doors at the back then you have taken
the most important step towards a Zen adventure. That
may be an overstatement, but it will get you on the path
to the Zen Garden that hugs the back of the Casey and
Loyola buildings. The benches found throughout the
garden are perfect places to sit and enjoy the sights ol
the garden and the sounds of the birds that inhabit it.
There is a hummingbird pond tucked away in one of the
corners that will surely keep this garden buzzing with a
Zen-like transcendence.
The Chapel
on the
Second Floor
of Admin
Just three doors down from the water fountain
is a small out-of-the-way Chapel that looks, if you
ignore the plaque beside the entrance, like a utility
closet. Inside you will find five pews facing a small
alter and three beautiful stained glass windows.
The walls to the left and right of the pews have
gilded reliefs of the Stations of the Cross. But this
inconspicuous chapel is not without a personal
touch. Directly to the right of the door is a small ta-
ble upon which a blank visitors log is left open. The
pages are entitled, "For what should we Pray?" and
the responses are both heartfelt and interesting.
Secret Honors Libraries
Ifyou know anyone in University Honors, most of
your conversations with them are probably about how
they slept a total offour hours this weekwriting reports
and reading thousands ofpages on GreekTragicomedies
ind their relation to the Fall of Perineum and Areola,
or something. Translation: Honors kids are probably
too busy to take advantage of the sweet secret librar-
ies they have been hiding from you. Library number
one is located on the second floor ofCasey, protected
by the mythical gatekeeper Joella Kirschner. Library
number two is in little-known honors hideout, Admin
321, which has shelves full of vintage editions of the
classics, which Honors kids are encouraged to take out
at their own will.
Casey Patio
Pavillion
Casey is a place most students only go to when
they have to meet an adviser, or when they have to
trudge up endless flights of stairs to turn in a paper
to someone's mailbox. Ifyou forgo the stairs, there is
actually a backdoor to Casey. That little patio full of
lovely seating and pretty landscaping you never look
at? You can go there. The back ofCasey is a great place
to go when you want to study outside, but be away
from the hustle and bustle of the library commons or
the green.
The Biology
Seminar Room
Most science majors know about this place but many
students who couldn't calibrate a centrifuge to save their
lives probably have not. It all begins, at least in the most
melodramatic way possible, by descending into the Bannan
atrium; walking in slow motion may also increase the dra-
matic effect. Next, avoid getting trapped in the jungle of
potted plants and take a left through the glass double doors.
Your next left will be the seminar room. Inside it you may
find, besides stressed out pre-med students, a collection of
scientific journals, encyclopedias, magazines and textbooks.
The quiet of this room and the trove ofscientific informa-
tion that it houses is enough to bring out the "renaissance
man" in anyone.
Chardin
Garden
The Chardin Garden (besides having a catchy
name) plays host to the collective vegetables of
Seattle University. At the beginning of winter quar-
ter, students who will be in town over the summer
are able to sign up for a plot in the garden, where
they can plant their crops. Those passing on the oft
untraveled path lining the garden can check out the
crops beginning to bloom in therare Seattle spring
sunlight. Enjoying the sun next to a nascent beans-
prout, what could be better? You can also creep on
all the recreational sports teams playing softball.
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Track finishes season at Great West Conference
J. Adrian Munger
Staff Writer
Sophomore Dylan Burnett had a re-
cord-setting meet on Saturday at the 2011
GreatWest Conference Outdoor Track &
Field Championships, winning the javelin
throwand setting a new school and meet
record with a throw of231 feet. Burnett's
throw was over 20 feet further than the
previous Seattle University record and won
him the Most Outstanding Performance
award for the conference meet. No athlete
in the Great West Conference has ever
come close to this mark. Burnett is now
one of the top 25 javelin throwers in the
country.
"I was really confident going into the
meet," said Burnett. "I've never been this
pumped going into a meet."
Seattle U's dominance of the javelin
was finalized with freshman Brandan
Haggarty's second place finish of 205
feet, a throw that almost broke the record
Burnett later shattered.
Burnett's recent rise to fame in the
javelin event can only be described as
meteoric; a year ago Burnett was strug-
gling with severe injuries that threatened
to end his career. Burnett worked from the
ground up, going from not competing to
being one of the best javelin throwers in
the country.
Burnett's success on Saturday almost
eclipses the achievements of his team-
mates, but the team showed the same
consistent improvement that has become
expected this season, and included numer-
ous personal and school records.
Junior Sarah Bolce set a school record
in the 1500-meter with a time of 4:37,
doing well enough to earn herself second
place in the event. Senior Rachel Purcell
also broke a school record. Her time of
57.36 broke the previous school record in
the 400-meter, a record she had set just
one day earlier in the meet trials. Freshman
Emily Walters came within a fraction of
They've improved at
every meet. People were
setting school records
again and again.
Trisha Steidl
Head Coach
an inch of beating the school record, a
record she set earlier this season.
Both the men's and women's teams fin-
ished sixth overall. The host of the meet,
Utah Valley University, won both parts of
the meet by a landslide.
This was the last meet of the season
for the Redhawks. The season has seen
huge improvements in almost every event
and race, and head coach Trisha Steidl at-
tributes this to the athlete's high expecta-
tions for themselves.
"They've improved at every meet," said
Steidl. "People were setting school records
again and again."
The Redhawks have set a school re-
cord at all but one of the the meets this
year, and many meets saw several records
broken.
"It was a great season overall." Steidl
said. "You can't ask more from these
kids."
J. Adrian may be reached at amunger®
su-spectator.com
Club baseball team ends season at regionals
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
Despite a 16-6 win over Montana and a 10-3 win
over Utah, the Seattle University club baseball team just
couldn't pull ahead of Western Washington University
in last weekend's regional tournament to move on to the
championship. However, despite such a loss, the team is
pleased with the season and eager for next year.
"This year was a huge turnaround, although it kind of
started a little iffy," said sophomore Nathan Motsinger,
the president of the club baseball team. "We lost our first
four games [of the season] right off the bat, two of those
against Western."
Regardless of their rough start, the team proceeded
to improve.
"A few games into the season we definitely saw a huge
turnaround and then we used that momentum to con-
tinue out and ended up having a 12 or 13 game winning
streak," said sophomore pitcher Steve Konkel.
The team attributes their winning streak to their hard
work and love of the game.
"Every day there was a new guy stepping up, driving in
runs, making the plays, pitching. We played really well as
a team," said senior catcher Adam Johnson.
Assistant coach Augie Matteo, along with head coach
Sam Sideras, has been able to watch the team grow and
the program build.
"This year I think the big difference, from what I hear,
is just the teamwork that we put into everything," said
Matteo. "We had trust and that's a big part of a winning
program."
They may have trust, but when it comes to physical
appearance, the stature and size of many on the team is
not that of a typical baseball athlete.
"We have a bunch of short kids, not big, and all of the
other teams look like a baseball team," Johnson said. "They
look like baseball players but we were just so fundamentally
sound that we took care of business."
This year I think the big difference is
just the teamwork that we put into
everything. We had trust and that's
a big part of a winning program.
Augie Matteo
Assistant Coach
"We had fun doing it," added freshman second-baseman
Joe Moffat.
This year's success will help to build the acknowledge-
ment for the club baseball team that they deserve. The guys
are satisfied that they have been able to prove to the cam-
pus that they are capable, talented and ready for more.
"We had a very young team this year," said sophomore
pitcher Joe Farrell.
"There are a lot of new guys coming in next year inter-
ested in club baseball so that's hopeful to hear," Motsinger
said.
For some, this program is why they are here in the
first place.
"The reason I chose this school was to be able to con-
tinue to play baseball because I wasn't a D-l athlete,"
Moffat said. "I didn't want to go the community college
route so SU offered the chance for me to continue to play
baseball for fun. That was basically what made my decision
to go to this school."
Matteo looks forward to what next year can bring to
the team.
"I'm very proud of my boys and the work and every-
thing that they've accomplished this year," he said. "They're
absolutely a blast to work with and to get to know. They're
a great group of guys and I would not have rather done it
with anyone else."
Colleen may be reached at tfontana@su-spectator.com
Sophomore Steve Konkel winds up for a pitch. Seattle
U's club baseball team placed first in the Northern
Pacific West Conference and went on to compete in
the regional tournament in La Grande, Ore. over the
weekend.
Courtesy of Seattle University clubbaseball
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Staff Writer
Continuing a five year trend
of improvement, soccer coaches
Brad Agoos and Julie Woodward
announced next year's sched-
ules for, respectively, the men's
and women's soccer teams on
Wednesday. Both teams are slat-
ed to face high-caliber teams, in-
cluding many that participated
in the 2010 NCAA Division One
Tournament.
Both teams are playing most
of their games on the road, in-
cluding long road trips in the
beginning of the season.
The men's team will start the
season with a three-game road
leg in California, playing top
notch teams, such as University
of California Santa Barbara,
which has one of the best soc-
cer programs in the country and
consistently competes in the
NCAA Tournament. Then the
Redhawks will face off against
UC Davis and Cal Poly. The
Redhawks won against UC Davis
earlier this season.
After this trio of games, the
Seattle U men will play a pair of
important gamesat home against
University of Washington and
Gonzaga University. Both these
teams have beaten Seattle U be-
fore, but this year the Redhawks
have home field advantage
against both.
Seattle U will then be play-
ing a long stretch ofaway games,
mainly against California schools,
including a match with UCLA,
who reached the NCAA quarter-
finals last year. This game, as well
as games against UW and Santa
Barbara, show Seattle U's com-
mitment to securing the most
difficult schedules possible, a
move that Agoos thinks is essen-
tial to the programs growth.
"For [Seattle U] to be a top-
notch program we need to play
the best teams in the country,"
said Agoos. "We have one of the
[most difficult] schedules in the
country . . . And it's making us
stronger."
Of the teams the Seattle U
men will be playing this season,
a third played in the 2010 NCAA
soccer tournament.
"We firmly believe to be a top
notch team, you have to play as
difficult [a season] as possible,"
Agoos said. "When your guys go
there, they won't be intimidated
[by teams like Santa Barbara and
UCLA]."
Unlike the women's team,
the men's soccer team plays in a
conference, meaning they have
less flexibility in choosing op-
ponents, but more opportunity
to play top tier teams. This open
ended process has allowed wom-
en's head coach JulieWoodward
to put together a schedule that
tests and challenges the team.
"We want a balance between
highly competitive teams [like
University of Portland] and
We firmly believe to be
a top notch team, you
have to play as difficult
[a season] as possible.
Brad Agoos
Men's Head Coach teams we know we can beat,"
said Woodward.
The women's team has shown
clear and significant improve-
ment in the past few seasons
and was ranked in the top 100
soccer teams in the country this
past season.
Both coaches are confident
that by playing competitive
games against the best teams
in the country, Seattle U can
establish themselves as a clear
competitor in conference and
tournament play.
J. Adrian may be reached at
amunger@su-spectator.com
Gould uses athletic skills
in future career path
Cameron Drews
Staff Writer
Softball's Katie Gould recent-
ly completed her final academic
quarter at Seattle University, but
that doesn't mean she'll be put-
ting down her mitt right away.
I want to work with
athletes, rather than
in a clinic with a wide
variety of people.
Katie Gould
Softball
Gould will be continuing to
put her athletic skills to use at
Safeco Field, where she works as
a Seattle Mariners ball girl.
She first landed the job a cou-
ple of years ago when her coach
made a recommendation to the
higher-ups. Evidently, 70 people
tried out for Gould's position,
and only 10 made the cut.
Tryouts included both a skills
test, where recruiters made sure
the applicants were capable of
fielding ground balls, and a for-
mal interview. Currently, her job
goes way beyond the retrieval of
foul balls. She often spends her
game time in the stadium daycare
center, looking after the players'
kids. At other times, she helps
with general office work and
Mariners promotions. Teammate
Hannah Klein was recently
brought on to join Gouldat this
post, and the two of them work
about 20 games per season, all of
which take place at Safeco.
Gould recently received her
bachelor's degree in sports and
exercise science and didn't have
a whole lot of trouble balancing
school and athletics.
"I was able to graduate a
quarter early because I took a
lot ofAP classes in high school,"
said Gould. "That made it re-
ally easy to balance Softball and
academics."
Sports and exercise science
first sparked her interest because
she had gotten pretty used to
getting hurt. Therefore, physi-
cal therapy seemed like a rea-
sonable area to look into. But
after awhile, she became much
more interested in strength and
conditioning.
"I want to work with athletes,
rather than in a clinic with a wide
Her ultimate goal is to
work for a professional
sports team.
variety of people," Gould said.
Her ultimate goal is to work
for a professional sports team,
but she has a little ways to go.
Currently, she's interning with
the strength and conditioning
coaches here at Seattle U and
she hopes to soon get a job as a
petsonal trainer somewhere.
In her free time, Gould has
typically stuck to the usual—
hanging out with friends, watch-
ing the occasional episode of
JerseyShore or her favorite show,
Criminal Minds. But now that
she has completed her bachelor's
degree, she's extremely excited to
finally have a bit more time on
her hands. To fill the athletic
void, she sometimes plays ten-
nis with other members of the
Softball team.
"It's weird having nothing to
do for practice time," she said.
Gould grew up in Medford,
Ore. but has joked that she
doesn't plan on going back ever
again. It makes more sense if
you consider the fact that her
mom and brother have recently
moved to the Seattle area.
"I love visiting my mom
and going to my little brother's
baseball games," she said.
Her brother plays for
Lindbergh High School in
Renton, so Gould doesn't have
to make too far of a journey to
see her brother compete.
When she's not playing ten-
nis with friends, or spending
time with family, Gould will
continue to pursue her career.
Right now, she's studying to get
a certification for strength and
conditioning and will hopefully
be on the right track to working
with the pros one day.
Cameron may be reached at
cdrews@su-spectator.com
Lindsey Wesson | The Spectator
Women's soccer schedule
VersusDate
Fri, Aug 19 @ 5:00 p.m.
Sat, Aug 20 @ 1:00 p.m.
Fri, Aug 26 @ TBA
Sun, Aug 28 @ TBA
Sacramento State
UC Davis
University of Idaho
Washington State
~,
Husky Nike Invitational
| Fri, Sep 02 @ 4:30 p.m. University of Portland]
JSujr^^
Fri, Sep 09 @ TBA
Sun, Sep 11 @TBA
Fri, Sep 16 @ 7:00 p.m.
Sun, Sep 18@ 10:30am.
Fri, Sep 23 @ 4:00 p.m.
Fri, Sep 30 @ 4:00 p.m.
Sun, Oct 02 @ 1:00p.m.
Sun, Oct 09 @ 1:00p.m.
Fri, Oct 14 @ 5:00 p.m.
Sun, Oct 23 @ 1:00p.m.
Fri, Oct 28 @ 3:00 p.m.
Sat, NovO5@TBA
Portland State
Cal Poly
University of Nevada - L. V.
South Dakota State
University of SanFrancisco
Gonzaga
Boise State
University of Hawaii
CS Bakersfield
University of Texas
University of Montana
Loyola Marymount
Bold = Home game
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opinion
Victim blaming a
vicious cycle
STAFF EDITORIALS
On Saturday, International MonetaryFund chiefDominique
Strauss-Kahn was arrested and escorted offaParis-bound flight
by NYPD at New York's JFK airport. Strauss-Kahn was ar-
rested after allegedly raping a 32-year-old maid at a luxury-
Manhattan hotel.
The international media storm that ensued was chock-full
of victim blaming and mud slinging that usually follows high
profile rape investigations. When Kobe Bryant was accused of
rape, the victim was promiscuous and therefore deserving, and
when three members of the Duke lacrosse team were accused
raping a female exotic dancer her life of work automatically
damaged her credibility long before she was found to have
filed false charges.
Ben Stein, conservative economist and TV personality, felt
it appropriate to weigh in on the subject saying, "He's a short,
fat, old man. How did he intimidate her in that situation? And
if he was so intimidating, why did she immediately feel un-
intimidated enough to alert the authorities as to her story?"
Stein takes it a step further by not only blaming the victim
for being intimidated to the point of getting raped but also for
alerting the authorities afterwards. Essentially saying that, in
the world of sexual assault, you can't win for losing.
And yet, we as a society still sit content to scratch our heads
over sexual assault statistics like 60 percent ofassaults go unre-
ported and only 15 out of 16rapes walk free, according to the
Rape, Abuse, and Incest National Network. Blaming the victim
is the easy way out ofa complex situation, and allows the public
en masse to justify things that can't themselves explain. If she
deserved it slightly then it makes the act less horrible, right? We
have to stop asking "Why did or didn't she ?" and start asking
how we can stop this. Rape is a universal truth that requires a
universal address.
The Spectator editorial board consists of Frances Dinger, Fernando Sioson, Kira Brodie, Kassi Rodgers, Kelton Sears, MacKenzie Blake, Olivia Johnson, Sarah Hiraki and
Candace Shankel. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not
necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
'No' on deep-bore
tunnel went unheard
The people of Seattle lost the battle against city
hall: the deep-bore tunnel has begun construction. What's
funny is, this is the tunnel the people of Seattle said no
to repeatedly. This is a tunnel that the people voted no
on in 2007, that the people have opposed in multiple
surveys and that the people collected enough signatures
to put on a referendum months ago —a referendum
that the city shot down through a lawsuit. Despite the
constant protests of the people, the city moved forward
with the tunnel and hasn't looked back.
The tunnel is a bad idea for a number of reasons. First
and foremost, the $4.2 billion tunnel is likely to end up
costing even more than projected. According to studies,
9 out of 10 mega projects like the deep-bore tunnel go
over budget. Delays are inevitable when dealing with the
huge, delicate tunnel-boring machines. Not to worry
though, the city has promised that all cost-overruns will
be paid for by Seattle taxpayers. That's right—to add
insult to injury, Seattlites will have to pay out of pocket
for the bloated tunnel they repeatedly opposed.
The surface level option that sat on the table for a
time was $1 billion dollars cheaper, much more elegant
(it required more of a manicurial approach than a giant
invasive drill) and would actually, as projected by Seattle
Department of Transportation, lighten up traffic flow
considerably more than the tunnel—which was actually
projected to congest traffic downtown. Despite all of
this, the city has foregone the people as well as common
sense. Instead, the city is left with a giant expensive hole
that may be earthquake proof, but will ultimately eat
away the city's money, time and faith in the political
system.
Catholics prefer natural family planning
Editor
Thank you for your voice in The
Spectator in your opinion article
"Access to women's healthcare is
essential." I firmly believe that the
access to healthcare is essential to
women, families and our commu-
nity at large. Planned Parenthood
is invaluable in our communities
and saves countless women with
services like screenings, prenatal
visits, and treatment of things like
sexually transmitted diseases. As a
Catholic woman, this makes me
one of the quieter voices among my
Catholic brothers and sisters. For
clarity's sake, and perhaps wanting
to defend how so many Catholics
make decisions about contraception
seem contradictory to teaching, I
wanted to share that they actually
are aligned with their faith. Thus,
below are clarifications about the
church's position.
First of all, the Vatican does al-
low for one kind of contraception.
Called Natural Family Planning
in Catholic communities, this is a
method espoused by Catholic and
non-Catholic couples alike who
don't wish to use hormones or
barrier methods ofbirth control.
Through a couple's attendance to
the woman's cycle, a couple decides
based on likelihood of pregnancy
when they have intercourse. This,
of course, has some serious limita-
tions. It presumes a woman's cycle
is normal and predictable. It also
presumes that she is in a mutual
equitable partnership. Ifa woman
is in a relationship where her partner
is abusing her or disrespectful ofher
values, this is certainly not a great
option, and it is not a great options
for many couples— but the idea
that men and women are mutually
responsible and that they take risks
together has some merit that is often
underestimated.
Second ofall, you wrote, "it is
unfair to tell a poor Catholic fam-
ily without the financial resources
to raise a child that they are sinners
to use contraception." I whole-
heartedly agree that is terribly un-
fair, if not sinful in itself. However,
church teaching espouses the idea of
Primacy ofConscience, which is the
idea that within each ofourselves is
a truth that we must abide by. The
church's idea is that our conscience
is wrapped up in how God commu-
nicates with/through us. In church
teaching, it would be a greater sin
for a couple to ignore their own
conscience and follow the teaching
of the church if the two were in op-
position (Catechism of the Catholic
Church Paragraph's 1776-1801).
Thus couples need to take seriously
church teaching and discern, as a
couple, with wisdom figures in their
lives and in their own discernment,
what sound choices are for them.
Ultimately, in both of these ideas
relationship is central. For men and
women to both bear the respon-
sibility of family planning and to
also discern together as a couple are
profoundly powerful experiences for
couples. These teachings, though
perhaps difficult to swallow or even
understand fully, can invite couples
deeper into God alive in their lives.
Finally, I wanted to let you
know that I am happy to contin-
ue a conversation about church
teaching in person. Many people
have impressions of what the
church teaches when, in fact,
church teaching is 2000 years old
and is often a confluence ofmany
ideas and understandings with a
rich and sometimes divisive his-
tory. I invite you to be careful to
lump Catholics into one whole
pot. There are many Catholics
who have wide array of opinions,
impressions and experiences with
their church.
Peace and all good,
Rachel Doll O'Mahoney
Campus Minister for Faith
Formation
The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com
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DPS blames students, not culture
Ben Watts
DEBATE
Debate Team Columnist
Last week, The Spectator published
two articles about student drinking related
to Quadstock.
The first promoted alternatives to drink-
ing: a fine use of campus resources. It chal-
lenges the culture that links the collegiate
experience at Seattle University to intoxica-
tion. Moreover, it provides alternatives to
consumption for students who already make
the decision not to drink.
The second article outlined the
Department of Public Safety's response to
student drinking at Quadstock. In short,
they deny the existence of a party investi-
gation unit and claim they will only focus
strictly on students who are making a public
embarrassment of themselves.
DPS is not foolish enough to try and stop
all drinking from happening— they claim
they will restrict punitive action to those
"acting inappropriately." Frankly, it is hard
to believe this statement. I don't think DPS
has earned students' trust. DPS has shown
a predisposition towards aggressively target-
ing student alcohol use, regardless of circum-
stances. They stalk the halls of Campion,
searching for sounds of bottles, they scour
your personal life ofFacebook for their puni-
tive hearings, they will ambush you as you
leave your dorm room, regardless ofwhether
or not you have disturbed your neighbors or
were even drinking, they will punish you for
having a single beer can in your room (even
one withoutbeer). DPS has not been proven
to be an institution that cares only about
students acting dangerously. Students are be-
ing written up not for drinking, but merely
being in a room with a bottle of alcohol.
Why would you have any reason to believe
that DPS has suddenly reversed its attitude
towards students?But if this is the truth, why
doesn't DPS have this attitude for the rest of
the year? On any weekend, why should DPS'
policy focus on harmless students?
Even if students did believe this senti-
ment, they know that DPS is still not serv-
ing their real interests. In DPS' attempts
to control student alcohol use, they poison
their express purpose: to protect students and
foster an environment of safety. If someone
is dangerously drunk, either in their dorm
room or at a party, no one thinks to call
DPS. Why should they? If they did, DPS
would punish both the drunk and the friend
of the drunk. DPS punishes stupid 18-year-
olds who don't know how to drink for being
stupid 18-year-olds who don't know how to
drink, at the expense ofa safe campus. What
is this helping?
Putting the blame on students also
disregards the culture that surrounds them,
and the reality that students live in. Just like
sex education, abstinence in alcohol educa-
tion has produced disastrous results. Just like
DPS admits: students are going to drink, and
thus, are going to break the rules. This has
created a culture of covert binge drinking
that mystifies alcohol, precisely because it
is outlawed.
Seattle U is not the ultimate source of the
problem: our repressive laws are. A 21-year-
old drinking age makes little sense, as 18-
year-olds already have wide access to alcohol
and can vote, get married, sign legal docu-
ments, and kill people for our president.
The Amethyst Initiative is a coalition of
136 American universities that are lobbying
congress to lower the drinking age because
they view punitive and repressive alcohol
policies as counterproductive. Seattle U
should sign on to this initiative. We should
be an institution committed to safety, just
laws, and rulings that do not make criminals
out ofstudents that justwant a beer without
being hassled.
The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com
In DPS's attempts to control
student alcohol use, they
poison their purpose of
protecting students.
DPS is not foolish enough
to try and stop all drinking
from happening.
CORRECTIONS
Last week in a photo paired with
the story, "Windy Ken Shannon
invitational poses difficulty," a runner
in the photo was mistakenly listed
as being named Ken Shannon. Her
name is Hannah Mittelstaedt. We
regret the error.
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THE
TEN
Destress with Dogs?
10 'Destress' alternatives
Cats, big
jungle cats
Nicholas Cage
movie
marathon
Glueing a
quarter to a
sidewalk...
...and watch-
ing as people
try to pick
it up
Molly Moons'
new flavor:
salted
concrete
Hunting with
Dick Cheney and
Fr. Sundborg
Crossdressing
at Church
Dicks
(The fast food)
Campus bar,
Gonzaga
has one!
GIANT
INFLATABLE
RUDY
lastlookspublicsafetyreports
Narcotics
May 14, 11:05 p.m.
Public Safety and HRL
contacted a room in
Bellarmine for a burning
odor. Occupants were
documented for alcohol
and marijuana.
Malicious Mischief
May 15, 5:40 a.m.
Public Safety discovered
a broken antenna on a
Nighthawk vehicle.
Trespass Warned
May 15, 1:00 a.m.
Public Safety trespass
warned a non-affiliate male
sleeping in the Student
Center. He was escorted
off-campus.
Alcohol Violation
May 15, 12:30 a.m.
Public Safety and HRL
observed an intoxicated
student being assisted into
Campion. No medical
transport was necessary.
Theft
May 15, 4:50 p.m.
A student reported
unauthorized use of a
campus card in Bellarmine.
Accident
May 15, 5:00p.m.
A student sustained a small
cut from a broken light bulb
in Campion. No medical ■
attention was needed.
Safety Assist
May 15, 7:00 p.m.
HRL reported a glass table
was broken whilebeing
removed from the Murphy
Village patio. Facilities was
contacted for cleanup.
MedicalAssist
May 15,11:15 p.m.
A student sustained a cut on
a hand in Bellarmine. Public
Safety assisted in dressing
the wound.
MedicalAssist
May 16, 3:15 a.m.
A student experienced an
allergic reaction to food in
Campion. The student was
transported to a hospital.
For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.
Cheese Festival at Pike Place
The Cheese Festival hit Pike
Place Market last weekend, May
14 and 15. The festival offered
wine and cheese tastings. Also,
brief cooking classes were
hosted, including mozzarella
making demonstrations.
Candace Shankel] TheSpectator
su-spectator.com/multimedia
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